Secullum Mini Gym.Net
Technical Sheet

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS


Operating System compatible with Windows XP or higher (optimized for Windows
Vista/Seven)



Database: Standard SQL Server Express 2005. it may however, be used with most of the
database currently available (Oracle, Sybase, Mysql, Firebird, Postgress).



Programming: Object oriented



Architecture of development: Three layers



Programming language: VB.NET e ASP.NET



Available Versions: Windows



Computer required: Processor with 1 Ghz, memory of 512Mb, space in disk of at least 1
Gb, resolution 1024x768 (with this configuration maximum use of 3 access control
equipment)



Computer suggested:Multi-processor more than 3 Ghz (multi-core or several processors),
memory of 4 Gb, space in disk of, at least 10 Gb, resolution 1024x768



Languages: Portuguese, English, Spanish.



Viewing of the reports: The reports can be visualized with zoom, in screen before being
printed.



Reports Export: reports can be exported to the formats:PDF, Microsoft XPS, Html, MHT
Web, Text File, Rich Text File, Word, Excel, CSV, DBF, XML, BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIF,
Windows Metafile




Scheduling reports: the execution of all of the reports can be scheduled and programmed to
send the result to pre-determined list of emails
It allows to configure biometry on line, stores digital images in PNG

COMMUNICATION SERVICE


Online Communication in service mode: allows to use the application without logging into
Windows



When you restart the server, the communication with the equipment comes to work without
the intervention of the user
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FEATURES


It allows to register up to 600 people (above this amount refer to specific version );



Compatible with the technologies:



Access Control: Password entry, Barcode, Proximity, MiFare, Biometry



Closed-circuit TV: cameras IP, Web Cam or analogue Cameras (review compatibility with
manufacturer)



User Registration: allows to configure permission of inclusion/alteration/exclusion of
accounts payable;



Records Restriction: allows to restrain actions of inclusion/alteration/exclusion for each
screen of the system;



Students, Employees Records and all kinds of people involved with the gym;



Registration Form, allows to use RTF files with images and texts formatted;



Print labels for mailings with fully configurable layout



Control Services offered, a student can use several services;



Service Generation in three categories:
Automatic with scheduling (for monthly
payments), At Registration (for enrollments) or Manual (for other conditions)



Accounts Payable Management;



Accounts Payable Management with options for generation of Receipts, Slips and controls
of Checks;



Option for multiple payment in accounts receivable. It is possible to divide a service into
several installments, with the option of charging interest



Consumption Module integrated to the financial control system, allows to control the sale
of items at the gym, such as food, t-shirts, energy drinks,etc...



Reports of Cash flow provided, made and graph of periodic evolution;



Report of Overdue Customers that shows how many days and the total the customer owes



Control of the Anamnesis Sheets for monitoring the students;



Record and control of Groups with limits of people, make possible to bring together people
in classes and also indicate to which equipment and schedule people of this group will have
access.



Notice configurations on monthly payments due in the access equipment ;



Special simplified screen for monthly payments settlement and information search of
people



It allows to configure Messages of maturity notices in the equipment display or in the
access viewer.
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